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Notes from the Field: Down Under at the Taronga Zoo in Sydney
Location: Taronga Zoo, Sydney, Australia
Equipment: Giraffe Tamer

TM
and three

Adjustable Height Feeders

Notes: The Giraffe Tamer
TM

was installed in
3 days next to the existing main giraffe barn.
The feeders were installed in various off-
exhibit locations.

Zoo Staff training male giraffe Jimiyu
in the Tamer™

TamerTM: The most trusted name in animal handling and restraint

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
FEEDERS

Three adjustable height

feeders were installed

around the barn.These

feeders offer staff an easy

and safe way to load and

raise food to the proper

level for giraffes of varying

heights.
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GIRAFFE TAMER
TM

FEATURES
Built in Floor Scale - quick readout for easy

routine weights
Multiple Access Doors - provides great

access points for husbandry and medical care
Catwalk on Both Sides - convenient for

training and medical care
Side Exit - the entire side of the unit swings
open to safely lay down a giraffe in the event

of a chemical immobilization
Calf Panels - keeps smaller animals in place
Belly Bands - 4 inch wide nylon bands offer
support during extensive husbandry or

medical procedures

IMPROVING HUSBANDRY AND CARE

The barn houses 2.2 giraffe ranging from 18

months to 17 years. In addition to using the

Tamer
TM

to record routine weights, staff have

been able to complete hoof care through the

front and side access doors. Two zebras who

also share the exhibit are being desensitized to

pass through the Tamer
TM

for weights as well!

“The Giraffe Tamer is a welcomed
piece of additional infrastructure
in our barn. The scale built under
the floor has made it easier and
safer to obtain regular weights on
the herd. We look forward to future
training for blood draws and the
potential for a standing sedation.”

Gabe Virgona, Unit Supervisor of

Ungulates and Elephants


